This aquaplanet modeling study using AM2.1 examines how ocean energy transport and rainfall is greater in simulations with a realistic q-flux than with realistic Andes topography.
Introduction
More precipitation falls in the Northern Hemisphere (NH) tropics than in the Southern is described by
150
[P ] − [E] = −∇ · [vq] .
(1)
We difference the budgets in the added topography and aquaplanet experiments to evaluate 151 the relative contributions in zonally averaged evaporation ([E] ) and vertically-integrated 152 moisture flux convergence (−∇ · [vq] ) to the changes in zonally averaged precipitation ([P ] ).
153
The majority of the change in the precipitation due to the presence of topography is balanced 154 by the convergence term ( Figure 2c ). The change in evaporation opposes the change in 155 precipitation, but it is almost an order of magnitude smaller than the precipitation change.
156
The moisture flux convergence when averaged both in time and zonally can be further 157 decomposed (see, e.g., Peixoto and Oort (1992) ):
Terms with asterisks are the anomalies from the zonal mean, and terms with primes are the 
177
In the zonal mean, it can be shown that: potentially indicate a WES feedback. However, the greatest decrease in SST is co-located 192 with the greatest increase in the stratus cloud deck. The increase in stratus clouds reduces 193 the insolation reaching the surface and thus reduces SST and further reinforces subsidence.
194
The subsidence would inhibit convection in the SH, thereby preferring a NH ITCZ, without 195 needing to invoke any WES feedbacks. In section 4, we will perform an experiment to 196 examine the importance of WES feedbacks for the response to topography. radiative imbalance between the two hemispheres:
where,
and where φ is latitude, λ is longitude, a is the radius of the Earth, ∆OET is the change 206 in ocean energy transport at the equator, ∆AET is the change in the atmospheric energy 207 transport at the equator, and ∆T ET is the total meridional energy transport at the equator,
208
∆SW is the change of net shortwave radiation (with positive defined as into the atmosphere)
209
and ∆OLR is the change in outgoing longwave radiation (with positive defined as leaving 210 the atmosphere). In the limits of the integral, the equator is 0 and the north and south poles 211 are π/2 and −π/2, respectively. SW and OLR fluxes are evaluated at model TOA and are 212 integrated over the respective hemispheres.
213
The change in total meridional energy transport across the equator is exactly balanced 214 by the change in the net energy that enters the climate system (atmosphere and ocean) 215 integrated over either hemisphere. In simulations where OET = 0, all changes in the TOA 216 budget stem from changes in atmospheric energy transport. To illuminate the regions that 217 are important for the change in the energy transport, we rearrange Equation 4 to read:
The imbalance in net radiation between the hemispheres is related to the cross-equatorial 219 energy transport. The poleward limit of the integrals is the poles, so Equation 6 describes 220 the change in the cross-equatorial energy transport in terms of the change in the net hemi-221 spheric TOA energy imbalance. The schematic in Figure 6 translates how a change in the 
234
The average NH-SH ∆TOA is positive due to the addition of Andes topography, indi-
235
cating that there is greater radiation absorbed in the NH than in the SH. Thus, the change 236 of energy transport across the equator in the atmosphere is southward ( Figure 5 ). shows how each latitude (φ) contributes to the hemispheric average energy imbalance; that 238 is, the change in hemispheric differences in each of the radiative terms ∆SW (φ)−∆SW (−φ),
239
etc. Compared to the aquaplanet experiment, adding topography causes more OLR to be 240 emitted in the SH than in the NH and more SW to be absorbed in the SH than in the NH.
241
The change in the absorbed SW compensates for most of the change in OLR. 
12 where C q is the drag coefficient of moisture determined by Monin-Obukhov drag theory,
293
|U| is the absolute magnitude of the wind in the lowest sigma layer of the atmosphere,
294
q surf is the saturated specific humidity at the surface temperature, and q atm is the specific 295 humidity in the first layer of atmosphere. |U| is calculated using the surface wind magnitude NoWES framework and the precipitation change from adding topography "with WES" is 307 shown in Figure 9a ((P T +N oW ES − P N oW ES ) − (P T − P A )). This quantity is the difference in 308 the impact of adding mountains because of mountain induced changes in the WES feedback.
309
If WES is important the difference will be large; if turning off the wind-evaporation feedback 310 is completely unimportant to the regional precipitation then the differences in Figure cause the precipitation to shift slightly more in the NH although the difference is small.
315
The change in the pattern in evaporation and SST ( Figure 9b ) that is due to WES feed-316 backs is also small compared to changes in the evaporation due to the addition of topography
317
(compare Figures 9b and 4b In the experiments described in the previous sections, there was no prescribed q-flux.
325
In this section, we evaluate the sensitivity of the response to the mountains by modifying The zonally-averaged precipitation for all simulations is presented in Figure 10a . The
331
ITCZ location is computed by interpolating the zonal averaged precipitation field fit using 332 a cubic spline algorithm and finding the maximum.
333
The ITCZ location over all q-flux and topography simulations varies greatly, swinging (2003)). In Frierson et al. (2013) , it is argued that this is due to the lack of continents, 338 specifically that of the Sahara desert which cools the NH and shifts rainfall southward.
339
Mountains are expected to affect the zonally-averaged precipitation less since they have a 
where Q denotes an experiment with a q-flux and no − Q denotes the corresponding experi- heat out of the hemisphere than the ocean imports, and the difference is due to an increase 372 in the net incoming energy that is gained due to changes in the TOA energy fluxes.
373 Figure 11b shows the change in the symmetry of the TOA radiation for all simula- should be zero everywhere (a purely dynamic response).
385
The hemispheric average of the values in Figure 11b is proportional to −∆T ET . to the SH -a loss that is nearly compensated for by a gain in energy in cloudy regions.
413
The different effects of clear and cloud sky radiation on the change in TET sometimes 
502
Adding extra surface heat into one hemisphere shifts precipitation toward that hemi-
503
sphere. With a mountain range and q-flux, the effects on the ITCZ are roughly additive.
504
The addition of a realistic q-flux has a greater effect on the location of the ITCZ than does 
516
Simulations with the same q-fluxes and topography described here have also been com-517 pleted with the GFDL gray radiation model, GRaM (Frierson et al. (2006) Andes topography and shifts precipitation northward, and the precipitation shifts more for 522 a large q-flux than for added topography. In these simulations, the dependence of evapora-523 tion on wind was also removed, and this removal did not significantly affect the change in 524 precipitation (see Maroon (2013) 
548
The wind difference between the simulations with topography and WES (orange) shows 549 that the wind felt by evaporation would otherwise vary much more than it is prescribed. 
555
The response of precipitation in a flat aquaplanet to turning off a WES feedback in 556 these simulations is small (Figure 13b ). There is a small southward shift of precipitation Table 2 . Global mean surface temperature (K) for each simulation. The means are expressed as deviations from the aquaplanet simulation for all other simulations. The mean temperatures for latitudes from 90S-30S, 30S-0, 0-30N, and 30N-90N are also included. The deviation from the mean of each simulation in these latitude bands is from the aquaplanet mean in those same latitudes. The standard deviation of the aquaplanet simulation is 0.17K in the extratropics and 0.14K in the tropics. Standard deviations of other simulations are similar; assuming a simulation has the same standard deviation with the same number of degrees of freedom as the aquaplanet simulation, then changes greater than 0.15K and 0.12K are significant at the 95% confidence level in the extratropics and tropics, respectively. Changes in the mean temperature from that of the aquaplanet are italicized if significant at the 95% confidence interval. Changes in the mean temperature of a topography simulation from its flat counterpart are bolded if significant at the 95% confidence interval. OLR cloud sky radiation (green), and SW cloud sky TOA radiation (red).
698
Positive indicates that there is a greater input of energy at that latitude in Fig. 7 . NH-SH TOA energetic analysis. Panel a shows the change in the TOA radiation asymmetry at each latitude from the equator due to the addition of the Andes: net radiation (black), SW (red), and OLR (blue). Panel b shows the decomposition of the change from adding topography of the NH-SH net radiation difference into changes in SW+OLR clear sky TOA radiation (blue), OLR cloud sky radiation (green), and SW cloud sky TOA radiation (red). Positive indicates that there is a greater input of energy at that latitude in the NH atmosphere than at the same latitude in the SH. 
